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1. Introduction. Let
be the n-th ordinate of the zeros of
the Riemann zeta function (s) satisfying 0 < r -< + Here we are concerned with the following problems.
(i) To estimate S,(T)= 1
d(r, r) for integral
N(T)
and r> 1, where N(T) is the number of the zeros of (s) in 0<Re s<l,
0<Im s<T as usual nd d(., r) is (r+--r)/r.
C
(ii) To estimate the number

.

N

( log T’ T) of’inT<’<2T

>

satisfying d(., r) C/log T.
As to (i) we have shown in [1], [3] that
S,(T) << (log T) -z.
On the other hand the following result is announced in Zentralblatt [4]
+ 1)(log log T)
S,.+x(T)<< (2k) 2z(2k
k! (log T) z+x
for integral k= o (log T). Here we shall prove the following
Theorem 1. Let T To. Then for k in l <lc<< (Tlog T) m and r in
1 r <</c/, we have
(3+ k))r -2/2+
S (T)<< (Ak)3/(+l) (log
(log T)
where A is some positive absolute constant.
As to (ii) we have shown in [1], [3] that

<

N( 2z(1log+Ta) T) >N(T) exp (--(log

log C)-’)

for CCo, integral r less than A (log C) / (log log C) /+" and
a=(A (log C) / (log log C)/+’-r) /(C + A (log C) / (log log C)I/z+’--r),
where A’s above (and also in this paper) are some positive absolute constants and e’s are arbitrarily small positive numbers. Here we shll
prove
Theorem 2. For T To, C Co and r in 1 < r < T log T C we have
N(T) exp (--A(rC) / (log rC)-/).

-,

N( lbgCT-, T)<<

2.

Proof of Theorem.
2-1. To prove our theorem we use the ollowing
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Lemma 1.
(S(t + k)_S(t))dt= (2/0! T (log (3 -t- k log T))

f

+ O((Ak)4T (log (3 + h log T)) -1/2)
uniformly

for

positive h, integral k>/1 and

T>To, where we put

S(t) 1__ arg (1/2 + it) as usual.
(Cf. Main Theorem in [2].)
2-2. For convenience we put

S,(h, T) --1

E

d(r, r)

for positive h and integral l> 1. Using Lemma 1 we shall prove first
Lemma 2. For any integral l 1, integral k 1, T To, positive
h>>(log T) and integral r in 1KrT/h, we have
l) (log (3 + rh log T))
S,,(h, T)<< (Ak)’B(k,
r (log T)(hr log T) 2-(-)
where we put B(k, 1) 1 and B(k, l) (k-- 1)(k-- 2)... (k-- (1-- 1)) for >/2.
Proof. We shall prove this by induction. Suppose that d(r., r)/> h.
Then by the Riemann-von Mangoldt formula ((9.3.2) of [5]), we get

-

-

>>

(S(t + rh/2)-S(t))dt
r- h lo T 0(1) (d(r,, f)-h/)r

+

for h log T>Co.
>>(Arh log T)2d(Tn, r)r
satisfying
We sum each side over 7n
T<n<2T and d(7,r)>h. Then
using Lemma 1 we get
4 (log
+ hr log T))
S,(h, T) (Ak)(rh log (3
T) 2 (log T)
Now suppose that our conclusion is true for l--1. Then for l,

2
S,(h, T) < N(T)
2
N(T)

d(Tn, r)-(d(7n, r) hi2)

--

<

d(r, r)

d(nr)h/2

S _(h,
=(A)B(,
1)
/

--

-

dh

--

(log (8 + log T)) d
l-J/ (r log T)
(log T)
-1
(log
(3 + rh log T))
(Ak)4B(k, l)
r (log T)(rh log T) -(-)
Proof of Theorem 1. Now for C>Co
S,(T)<< S,(C/log T, T) / C /(log T)

<<

fr
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(Ak) 3 (log (3 rC))
(log T)
r2C +1 (log T)
Here we choose C--(Ak)/(/)r -/. Then we get our conclusion.
2-4. Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 2 we get

<

(logT)

/

Nr (logT’

-

logT’

(3 rC))
N(T) (Ak)3 (log
+
(log
rC
T)
Choosing k--[(rC/(e log Cr))I/A -] we get our conclusion.
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